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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018103947A1] The invention relates to a roller assembly for treating a fiber web (2) within a paper or cardboard machine. In the roller
assembly (1, 30), at least two rollers (3, 4), the roller bearings (5, 6) of which are placed on machined support surfaces (12) of at least one stand (7)
in a precise position with the aid of fitting elements (11), for example keyed joints, are brought into contact with the fiber web (2) during operation.
The aim of the invention is to convert said roller assembly into a converted roller assembly (31) which comprises add-on elements (8) and carries
out a different function than the roller assembly (1, 30). In order to simplify the conversion, at least one roller bearing (5, 6) is first arranged at a
distance from the machined support surface (12) for the roller bearing on the stand (7). A component (10) is then placed and fixed on the machined
support surface (12), the support side (13) of said component having the same recesses and/or elevations (16, 17) for fitting elements (11) on
the support surface as the removed bearing housing (5, 6), and fitting elements (11) for the bearing housing (5, 6) are likewise introduced into the
component side (14) opposite the support side. Beforehand, simultaneously, or subsequently thereto, the rolling bearing (5, 6) which is arranged at
a distance from the machined support surface is positioned and fixed on the component (10) side (14) opposite the support side, wherein prior to
being installed, the component (10) is provided with additional machined add-on surfaces (15) to which the add-on assemblies (8) needed for the
new function are attached in a precise position.
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